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Recently in Dragon Ball Super, Gohan has been increasingly written out of episodes and hasn't featured.
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Can we agree to disagree and have an intelligent discussion? Or if I disagree with you are
you going to get upset and censor my post off of your web page?
Gohan looks weaker than Hercule Satan in your party picture. That's worse than Yamcha.
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The notion that Gohan is coming back so just have faith and trust is a malicious vicious
TEASE. Gohan has no FUTURE. Look below in my write up to know WHY.
MEMORIAL to GOHAN
When the full-blooded Saiyans’ die the half-breed Saiyan, Gohan – the Mystic Warrior must be there to carry the TORCH – source of enlightenment.
So why isn't he? Why did Akira Toriyama create Gohan only to destroy Gohan??? It does
not make any sense!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWlFxTu9OQQ
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Here is a clue! Have you ever wondered why your favorite hero/heroine movies either have
no sequels to them or have sequels that are not as good as the original movie?
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Gohan is a Dragon Ball character VIEWERS can RELATE to.
So Akira Toriyama decided to marginalize Gohan for the reason that Akira Toriyama's
Dragon Ball Series has been hijacked by THE POWERS THAT BE in our own world of good
and evil in order to DEPRIVE us of the AWESOME INSPIRATION GOHAN'S AURA ALWAYS
SHOT US in the NERVOUS SYSTEM with so that we will CEASE and DESIST from doing
something HEROIC to make our OWN WORLD a BETTER SAFER PLACE to live in.
So who is going to be the greatest HERO at the end of Dragon Ball? Vegeta?! Vegeta is not
only from a superior warrior RACE - the Saiyans, but Vegeta is also the PRINCE of the
Saiyan Race. Or, maybe Trunks, who is the son of the Prince of the proud Saiyans?! After
all, only ROYALTY from the ARYAN RACE can be the BEST, right?! We are to admire them,
worship them, and serve them…those ELITISTS who are destroying our world; who are
such pathetic, pitiful BULLY COWARDS they are THREATENED by the rest of us being
INSPIRED by a mere CARTOON of jction!
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“You can’t destroy what I am. There is no end for me, no end.” [Gohan, History of Trunks,
DBZ].
We Will Keep GOHAN ALIVE in our HEARTS and in our MINDS FOREVER.

8:46
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iVoltGaming

*
GOHAN MYSTIC WARRIOR
A Mystic Warrior is one who is an ally to God – the ultimate & absolute power source of
the entire cosmos. It is from Divine energy that one is able to UNLEASH thru righteous
anger UNLIMITED potential jghting POWER.
Gohan’s heroic strength is measured by the size of his compassionate heart. Gohan’s love
for humanity is so vast Gohan does NOT just jght for his family or his friends, but for the
whole world. So God gave Gohan the gift of the mystic warrior to use for humanity's sake.
Gohan is the only Z jghter who is a mystic warrior. No other citizen of earth has such
potential power including the Z jghters.
Vegeta - a full-blooded Saiyan Prince is not a mystic warrior because he only jghts since
he loves to jght and in order to surpass Goku. Goku, whose name means, "He who saves
lives" is not a mystic warrior since although he is a hero who jghts to protect justice he
also jghts since he loves to jght and in order to be number one under the sun. Gohan,
however, only jghts to protect justice and for no other reason. So his heart is entirely pure.
For the purpose of jghting is to no longer have to jght. To NOT let Gohan use his one of a
kind contribution to the world is a DISGRACE.
A lot of fans love Gohan because of his awesome POWER. Some fans, like myself, love
Gohan because of his compassionate CHARACTER. Gohan’s CHARACTER and Gohan’s
POWER cannot exist one without the other for it is his PURE HEARTED rage to only jght to
protect justice that fuels an UNLIMITED potential power in him, which makes Gohan the
strongest jghter of all. Being that Gohan is a mystic warrior, Gohan in potential is able to
access unlimited Saiyan strength and unlimited Saiyan speed in order to attain whatever
power level is required of him to beat whichever foes emerge to threaten innocent lives
throughout the Dragon Ball Sagas.
Gohan hates to jght but Gohan loves being a hero. In times of peace Gohan is a
HUSBAND, FATHER and SCHOLAR. But in times of war Gohan is a FIGHTER who protects
justice. But no, Gohan cannot be a husband, father, scholar, and a warrior can he? Yes he
can! Just like we people have to execute different roles in our lives in order to survive and
thrive...how much the more so Gohan can with all of his immense vigor and intense
energy.
*
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Reply • 2
Kaioshin Curt 1 week ago
Enjoyed reading your write up thoroughly! Brilliant points and insight :)
Reply •
Gustavao lima 1 month ago
!!""#$%&
Reply •
Anthony Letona 3 months ago
it would be cool if Gohan came and fought black goku
Reply •
shaolin joe 3 months ago
fuck all the waiting, just make Piccolo as strong as ssj blue.
Reply • 1
Johnathan Meeks 4 months ago
They should have Gohan train with Vegeta or give them a moment talking together
because who understands jghting and family like Vegeta. He can relate to Gohan in that
way like no one else can...and it'll be something we've never seen before
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
I like that idea :)
Reply •
Tyrone Westonson 4 months ago
Goten and Trunks logically SHOULD have more potential but they just don't for some
reason. The fact that Vegeta pointed that out means he's special. He was the chosen one
who pulled the sword from the stone, getting his potential unlocked was specijc to him
because he had more potential than Goku and Vegeta combined. IF they want to bring his
character
Read moreback it won't be hard. He HAS been training ever since Frieza tho, that's 6-8
months. He WANTED to be in the last tournament but couldn't because of a technicality, I
Reply • 1
just don't see any reason that he wouldn't get involved in something like Trunks' issue or
View all 3 replies
XiRaapiidZiX 2 months ago
Well after this episode u should know he hadn't been training so he's not coming
back probably # 
Reply •
Tyrone Westonson 2 months ago
+XiRaapiidZiX He WAS training. Piccolo told Trunks not to bring Gohan. 
Reply •
Its Expoh 4 months ago
to save gohan. I'm trunks: hey gohan ... that's your family, well if you don't get your crap
together there going to die because you can't protect them you see your dad and vegta
what if they die u can't do anything trunks and goten can't protect you if you can't teach
them nor help. soo pick up your crap and get ready you will be above them all
Reply • 2
View all 6 replies
Its Expoh 4 months ago
+Kaioshin Curt yes, plus like you guys said the goku and vegta show is getting old 
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
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+Prodigy B ikr it's ruining super to be fair
Reply •
Jo-Smooth 4 months ago
Gohan represents this series Dragon Ball Super as a whole.... wasted potential. Gohan is
my favorite character, and his life is like the series. Kid Gohan is like Dragon Ball, he's
likable and had that DB feel at jrst. The og series was relly good as well. When gohan got
heated, it got real. When DB really got intense, it got real. Teen Gohan and Ultimate is like
DBZ.
Read Every
more one likes him, he's cool, knows how to wreck things when the time comes. It's
hard not to like him. Like DBZ, everyone likes it and it has intense action and a story that
Reply • 1
makes sense (for a DB series). Now GT Gohan is low key. GT was wasted potential, but
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
yeah Super is most similar to original Dragon Ball except that Dragon Ball IS MUCH
BETTER. It just goes to show if the story is great then the old animation doesn't
really matter. I'm currently rewatching bits of Dragon Ball and thoroughly enjoying it
but then I go back to super and it's like meh :( It just shouldn't be that way and
whilst
Gohan should not be the stronges, he should be third in line just cos we got
Read more
used to that scenario. I'm jne with Gohan studying, but only if he is training in his
Reply •
spare time, not just looking after the family which he needs to.
Johnathan Meeks 4 months ago
....they need to give Gohan special jghting techniques that are a combination of his dad's
and Picollo since Picollo always trained him. Combine this with his intelligence and hidden
powers he is the ultimate jghter. What happened to Dende? Maybe you bring Dende back
as an option to escalate his powers combined with training
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
I want to see him use the masenko again :)
Reply •
My Mind of Madness 4 months ago
of course he will....as soon as he jnds somebody to unlock his hidden power again
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
haha yeah i hope so man, maybe they'll force him to train with whis for the
tournament on beerus orders
Reply •
So clean 4 months ago
gohans defo going to get strong after turning down a job opportunity in the pan episode
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+So clean I hope so, otherwise what is the point in putting it in the episode?
Reply •
Steadman Mckenzie 4 months ago
why is gohan so skinny
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+Steadman Mckenzie Idk why either :(
Reply •
IP7G 4 months ago
im rewatching the episode's and iv'e noticed that gohan predicted in episode 9, when goku
became a super saiyan god, gohan
said to piccolo that he didnt think that was the true power of a super saiyan god, & here's a
pic from the episode - https://gyazo.com/4e5f5abc0c60c7c90a1ec3c8fb444fdf
so
stating
Read
morethat, iv'e also notice when goku and beerus were jghting in earth's stratosphere
(in ep.12), when they were colliding blow's they made like a hole to another universe im
Reply • 1
guessing and i heard an evil voice after the light appeared and the shockwaves started
View all 8 replies
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+IP7G ok I do hear something there like babidi, I wonder if it actually means
something! Thanks for pointing that out, I hadn't noticed :)
Reply •
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IP7G 4 months ago
np.
Reply •
Taron B. 4 months ago
#makegohangreatagain
Reply • 8
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+Taron B. YES!!
Reply • 1
Mike Perez 4 months ago
Hear me out gohan is not as week as they put him. Picolo and gohan when training for the
tournament were even in strength. Frost in his jnal form required goku to go to ssj1. After
the jght picolo was shown to have an edge over frost in his jnal form. We saw that gohan
with the lack of training was able to go ssj and tap into enough power that berous and
whiss
was able to sense him and commented on the power his power is a rather
Read more
substantially ridiculous boost. We can assume that gohan after the training can go ssj
Reply • 2
which theoretically puts him on ssj gokus level. Gohab could reach ssj red because it
View all 11 replies
Its Expoh 4 months ago
+DragonBallZLive That is true but when did gohan use his full power, if you're
talking about when he jrst got it I thought he stop powering up because they told
him to stop 
Reply •
DragonBallZLive 4 months ago
+Prodigy B We saw Gohan go all out against Bootenks.
Reply •
NeoAxelandZane2010 4 months ago
I hope Gohan makes a return to power I do respect that he wants to be a scholar
hopefully he can attain god ki and mix his mystic form with it giving him his own unique
power
that's what makes Gohan such a likeable character he's different from the rest
Reply • 3
View all 3 replies
Mike Perez 4 months ago
He could be like spiderman when he has his one company while he kicks butt on
the side.
Reply •
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+NeoAxelandZane2010 thanks mate, I appreciate that :) I always will watch your
new vids
Reply •
Wolfpack Studios 4 months ago
Enhance THEN expand dammit. READ THE SCRIPT!!!
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago
+Wolfpack Studios no skippy
Reply •
zachery D 4 months ago
Funny thing is that mystic gohan was stronger than ssj3 goku meaning if gohan unlocked
that again he would be just shy of ssg goku and vegeta. He could be the strongest but I
doubt they would make that happen.
Reply • 1
Mike Perez 4 months ago
Him and future trunks step up at the end of dbsuper and take the torch from there
dads.
Reply • 1
Kaioshin Curt 4 months ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWlFxTu9OQQ
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+Mike Perez haha that would be cool!
Reply •
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